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STRICTLY CYCLIC OPERATOR ALGEBRAS

JOHN FROELICH

Abstract. We prove several results about the lattice of invariant subspaces of

general strictly cyclic and strongly strictly cyclic operator algebras. A reflex-

ive operator algebra A with a commutative subspace lattice is strictly cyclic

iff Lat(A)± contains a finite number of atoms and each nonzero element of

Lat(^)x contains an atom. This leads to a characterization of the «-strictly

cyclic reflexive algebras with a commutative subspace lattice as well as an exten-

sive generalization of D. A. Herrero's result that there are no triangular strictly

cyclic operators. A reflexive operator algebra A with a commutative subspace

lattice is strongly strictly cyclic iff Lat(^) satisfies A.C.C.
The distributive lattices which are attainable by strongly strictly cyclic reflex-

ive algebras are the complete sublattices of {0, 1] x {0, 1} x • • ■ which satisfy

A.C.C.
We also show that if Alg(^) is strictly cyclic and S? C atomic m.a.s.a.

then Algf-S") contains a strictly cyclic operator.

0. Introduction

In this paper we study Hubert space operator algebras A which admit a

strictly cyclic vector in the sense that the linear manifold Ax = {Tx: T e

A} = H. For algebras acting on finite-dimensional spaces, every cyclic vector is

strictly cyclic, but this is not the case in infinite dimensions. Previous studies [2,

7, 8, 10, 13] have tended to emphasize the topological, algebraic, and reflexivity

consequences of a strictly cyclic vector, whereas we shall be concerned with the

implications that a strictly cyclic vector has for the "global" structure of the

algebra and its lattice of invariant subspaces.

In the first section we prove several results about the lattice of invariant sub-

spaces of a general strictly cyclic operator algebra. This allows us to completely

characterize the «-strictly cyclic reflexive operator algebras with a commutative

subspace lattice. We indicate how one may deduce an extensive generalization

of D. A. Herrero's result [9] that there are no triangular strictly cyclic operators

as a corollary.

After characterizing a class of strongly strictly cyclic operator algebras in §2,

we obtain a "model" for the commutative subspace lattices which are attain-

able by a strongly strictly cyclic reflexive algebra. This result is motivated by

W. Arveson's characterization [1] of the abstract distributive lattices which are
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attainable by reflexive operator algebras, although our approach is quite differ-

ent.

Lastly, we take up the question of when a strictly cyclic operator algebra

actually contains a strictly cyclic operator. We close with some direction for

further study.

A uniformly closed algebra A is called «-strictly cyclic if there are vectors

xx, ... , xne H such that H = Axx +Ax2 -I-\-Axn , this being a sum of linear

manifolds. An operator is called «-strictly cyclic if the uniformly (or weakly)

closed algebra generated by T is «-strictly cyclic, and it is called rationally

«-strictly cyclic if the algebra generated by the rational functions in T, with

poles off a(T), is «-strictly cyclic. A subspace lattice is a lattice of projections

(containing 0,1) that is closed in the strong operator topology. We will let /\ P¡

and V-P,- denote the infimum and supremum (respectively) of a family {PA

of projections. We shall frequently identify a closed subspace of H with its

orthogonal projection. If A is an algebra of operators, then Lat(A) is the lattice

of invariant subspaces, and if Sf is a subspace lattice, Alg(^) is the algebra

of operators which leave each member of 2? invariant. An operator algebra is

called reflexive if AlgLat(^4) = A . For a detailed study of these algebras, see

[1,4, and 14]. All Hubert spaces are separable.

1. Strictly cyclic operator algebras

Theorem 1.1. Let A be an operator algebra with strictly cyclic vector e, and let

J? ç ljat(A) be a subspace lattice. Then there is a constant S > 0 such that for

any F e^, F¿0, S< \\Fe\\.

Proof. Following Hopenwasser [11], we conclude that for any x G H, the quan-

tity Sup£g_£, \\E x\\/\\E e\\ < oo . This may be written as

Sup     \\Fx\\/\\Fe\\<oo.
Fz5?x ,f¥0

For fixed F e SC   , F ^ 0, consider the operator

_1_„
X"ll^ll

By the uniform boundedness principle there is a constant A such that

P^||Fx||<A||x||

for any F G 2'L , F ¿ 0.   Therefore   1 = ||F|| < K\\Fe\\.   It follows that

0 < S = inf^^x^oHFei .

Theorem 1.2. Let £? be a subspace lattice contained in Lat(A), where A is a

strictly cyclic operator algebra. Then every nonzero element of 2C contains an

atom of 2?   .

Proof. Let F e 2?L be nonzero. By Zorn's lemma there is a maximal chain fê

of nonzero projections Q e 5?    such that Q < F . Let e bea strictly cyclic
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vector for A . If f\ fê = 0 then there is a sequence Qx> Q2> ■■■ in W with

¡Ç=xQn = 0. Then Qn -^ 0. This contradicts S < \\Q„e\\ for some S > 0.

Hence /\ W is an atom of J?"1 contained in F.

The above is stronger than the known result [9] that every invariant subspace

of A is contained in a maximal invariant subspace, since we do not know a

priori that a maximal Q (coming from Zorn's lemma) containing P e Sf is in

S?.
Recall that a reflexive algebra with a commutative subspace lattice 3? has

the form Alg(^).

Theorem 1.3. Let S? be a commutative subspace lattice. Then Alg(^) is

strictly cyclic iff ^fL contains a finite number of atoms and every nonzero ele-

ment of S?^ contains an atom.

Proof. Assume that A = Al%(S?) is strictly cyclic with strictly cyclic vector

e. By Theorem 1.2, every nonzero element of 5f contains an atom. Let

Fx, F2, ... be the atoms. For i ^ j we have Fi±JF,. By Theorem 1.1 there is

a constant S > 0 such that S < \\Fte\\. Bessel's inequality implies that

«r52<||JFle||2 + --- + ||^||2<|k||2.

Hence « < \\e\\ ¡S . Thus the number of atoms is finite.

Conversely, let Fx, F2, ... , Fn be the atoms in Sf   . Choose unit vectors

e¡ such that F¡e¡ = ei. Let S be the projection onto the subspace AJ[ H-h

Äe~n . The sum is closed since the projections onto the subspaces Ae~ commute.

Furthermore, since 5,xe! = 0, S1' A Fi = 0 for each i. Hence S1 = 0 so

S = I. Therefore, every x e H may be written as x = xx + ■■■ + xn where

x( G Ae~.   Now consider the operator  T = 3C"=i*/ ® e,■■   Since eil.ei  for

/' t¿ j , it is clear that Te = x , where e = ex-\-h en . We need to show that

T G Alg(^). Let P e a? . Then

n

P±TP = Yï,pJ~xi®Pei.
i=X

We will show that P±xi <g> Pei = 0. Since PL e SC1-, either F¡ = Fi A Px

or 0 = Ft A P . In the first case, Pex = 0. In the second case, F¡ < P so

Aê~ is contained in the subspace corresponding to P. Hence P±x¡ = 0. Thus

P±TP = 0 for all P e 5f and T e Alg(5f).

The converse could have been proved by applying [11] to ex-\-\-en. The

above direct proof gives the following corollary.

Corollary 1.4. Let Al%(Sf) be strictly cyclic with strictly cyclic vector e. Then

there is an n such that for any x e H, the equation Te = x can be solved by

an operator T G Alg(^) with rank(T) < « .
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Proof. We know there is a strictly cyclic vector v for which the corollary is

true. We have Tv = x with rank(T) < «. For some R e Alg(^) we have

Re = v . So TRe = x with rank(TR) < n .

In general, Alg(^) need not contain any finite rank or even compact opera-

tors [5]. Theorem 1.3 gives a complete description of the strictly cyclic reflexive

operator algebras with a commutative subspace lattice. We would now like to

give several illustrative examples.

Example 1. Let  ex,e2, ...   be an orthonormal basis for  H.    Let  Pn  =

sp{e„,en+l,...} and Poo = 0.  Take N1 = {Pn: n = 0, 1, 2, ...}.  Then

N is a commutative subspace lattice and Alg(AJ") is the (nest) algebra of

lower triangular matrices.

■axx     0     •••
a2x   a22     0     ■■■

a3x   a32   a33     °    •••

This operator algebra is strictly cyclic, whereas the algebra of upper triangular

matrices Alg(TY) is not. This is because N    contains no atoms.

Example 2. We consider a "continuous" version of the previous example. On

L [0, 1] with Lebesgue measure, let Pt be the projection onto the subspace of

functions concentrated on the interval [t, 1], and let ^ = {Pt: 0 < t < 1}.

The lattice y is again a nest, and Alg(?/"), the so-called Volterra nest algebra,

consists of all operators whose support [1] lies in the triangle shown in Figure

1. Since 2^~L contains no atoms, Alg(2^) is not strictly cyclic. In particular it

contains no strictly cyclic operator.

We now turn to the problem of determining when Algi-S") is «-strictly cyclic

for a commutative subspace lattice J?.

Figure 1
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Given a subspace lattice Sf, we define the subspace lattice Sf <g> In to be the

lattice of « x « operator matrices

P   •        0"
:Pe5?

.0 P.
The following is well known: Mn(A) = Al%(^f ® /„).

Proof. Clearly, Mn(A) ç A\%(5? ® /B). If [Atj] e Alg(5f ® /„) then
rp±

0

A
0

*

Axx   Ax2
•^21     ^22 0 = 0.

So />"L^,7/' = 0 for all P e &.  Thus /iy G Alg(^) = A and so [AtJ] e

Mn(A) ■

Proposition 1.6. An operator algebra A is n-strictly cyclic iff the operator algebra

Mn(A) is strictly cyclic.

Proof. Assume M (A) is strictly cyclic. Let y G H. Then there is a matrix

[At; ] and vector

such that
•.*■

l«i >-Xn'

So ^nX, H-h AXnxn = y . Thus A is «-strictly cyclic. The converse follows

by solving each row of [A  ] for the vector

yn\

Theorem 1.7. Let S? be a commutative subspace lattice. If Al%(2C) is n-strictly

cyclic, then Alg(^) ¿j strictly cyclic.

Proof. If A = Alg(J?) is «-strictly cyclic, then Mn(A) = Al%(S?®I¿) is strictly

cyclic. Therefore (-S7®^)   =5?  ®In has a finite number of atoms and every

nonzero element of Jz?  ®In contains an atom. Since Sf   is lattice isomorphic

to 5C   ® /„ , the same is true for SC1'. Therefore Alg(i?) is strictly cyclic.

As a corollary we may deduce generalizations of D. A. Herrero's result that

there are no strictly cyclic upper triangular operators [9]. In what follows,

Alg(Z) is the algebra of two-way upper triangular matrices.
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Corollary 1.8.

(i)  Alg(TY) contains no rationally n-strictly cyclic operators.

(ii)   Alg(Z) contains no n-strictly cyclic operators.

(iii)   Alg(^) contains no n-strictly cyclic operators.

Proof. The proof of (i) is immediate once we recall that Alg(TY) in inverse

closed.

It is known that Alg(Z) contains a rationally strictly cyclic operator [15].

Since Alg(^) is also not inverse closed, we expect the same.

Strongly strictly cyclic operator algebras

Motivated by [15], we define an operator algebra A to be strongly strictly

cyclic if for every invariant subspace M of A, A restricted to M is norm

closed and strictly cyclic.

Theorem 2.1. Let A be any strongly strictly cyclic operator algebra. Then Lat(^)

satisfies the ascending chain condition (A.C.C).

Proof. Suppose 0 < Px < P2 < ■ ■ ■ is an ascending chain in Lat(A). Then 0 <

Px < P2< ■■■ < V^li P„ is a complete nest JV in the subspace corresponding

to the projection \¡°^=x Pn. Since A restricted to the subspace is contained

in Alg(yT), we have that Alg(yF) is strictly cyclic; so by Theorem 1.2, J/'±

contains an atom. This is a contradiction.

The next main goal of this section is to characterize the strongly strictly cyclic

reflexive operator algebras with a commutative subspace lattice and to give a

"model" for the distributive lattices which are attainable by such algebras.

We begin with a discussion of some pertinent concepts which are well known.

If ¿z? is a commutative subspace lattice and P e 2?, then we may define a

commutative lattice acting in the subspace corresponding to P    by

PLS? = {PXQ = P1- A Q: Q G S?}.

To show that P^Sf is strongly closed and hence a subspace lattice, assume that

P±Q„-> R where Q„ e 5? for all « . Then

P V Q„ = P V ((P A Qn) V (Px A Qn))

= (PV(PAQn)V(P±AQn))

= (Pv(Px AQn))^PvRe5?.

Hence

P±(P VR) = P± A (P V Ä) = (P1 A P) V (PX A R) = R.

We also define, for P e 2C, the commutative subspace lattice P^f = {Pa

Q:QeJ?}.
Recall again that every reflexive operator algebra with a commutative sub-

space lattice is of the form Alg(JzH .
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Proposition 2.2. Let & be a commutative subspace lattice and let M be the

invariant subspace corresponding to some P e Sf. Then Alg(Jz?) restricted to

M is Al%(PS?). Hence Alg(^) restricted to M is weakly closed.

Proof. Let T e Alg(J?). On the subspace of H corresponding to P, we have

(PQ)±T(QP) = (PQ±)T(QP) = PQ±TQP = 0. Thus Alg(^) restricted to
M ç Alg(P5?). Conversely, if T e Alg(P&) then consider the operator PTP

defined on H. For any QeS? we have Q±(PTP)Q = (Q±P)T(PQ) = 0 on

the spaces P and P   .

From the dual of Theorem 1.3 we know that Alg(^) is strictly cyclic iff there

are a finite number Ex, E2, ... , Em of maximal nonidentity projections such

that for any E e Sf , E ^ I, E <Ei for some i. It follows that Alg(^) is

strongly strictly cyclic iff for each projection P e3?, P ^ 0, there are maximal

projections Ex, E2, ... , Em < P such that for all E < P, E < Ei for some

i.

Hence Alg(J?) is strongly strictly cyclic iff the subspace lattice ^fL has the

following property: For each F e 3? , F ^ 0, there exist Fx, F2, ... ,Fne

S?x that cover F, and for each G G S?L with F<Gwe have Fi < G for

some i.

Recall that for any lattice Js? and a, b e Sf, the interval [a, b] = {x G

2': a <x < b}.

Lemma 2.3. Let S? be a commutative subspace lattice and E e 2C. The pro-

jection E G S? has a finite number of covers in J? iff the lattice E S? has a

finite number of atoms.

Proof. The projection E e Sf has a finite number of covers iff the interval

lattice [E, 1 ] has a finite number of atoms. Consider the map tp: E S? -*

[E, 1] defined by tp(A) = EVA. This is an isomorphism with tp~x(B) =

E   A B . The result follows.

Theorem 2.4. Let S? be a commutative subspace lattice. Then Alg(^) is

strongly strictly cyclic iff S? satisfies the ascending chain condition (A.C.C).

Proof. Assume that ^x satisfies D.C.C. We will show that for each F e 5?± ,

F ^ I, there are covers Fx, F2, ... , Fn of F such that for any G > F , G > F¡

for some i. From D.C.C. we know that any G > F contains a cover of F . To

show that there are only a finite number of covers of F we use Lemma 2.2 and

show that the subspace lattice F±J¿?± has only a finite number of atoms. The

map ¥: 5CL -+ FLSfL defined by ¥(Q) = F±Q is a lattice epimorphism.

Therefore F 2 satisfies D.C.C. If F±J2?± contained an infinite number

of atoms, then it would contain an infinite complete atomic Boolean lattice of

projections on a separable Hubert space. Such a Boolean lattice is isomorphic to

the lattice of subsets of the natural numbers which does not have the descending

chain condition. The converse follows from Theorem 2.1.
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The theorem does not hold for general reflexive algebras as the following

example shows. Let H = Hx@ H2 where dim //, < oo, and let A be the

algebra of all matrices of the form

Hx    H2

X   A'

ß   B.

where X e C and A, B are arbitrary. Then A is reflexive and Lat(A) satisfies

A.C.C. but A is not strongly strictly cyclic.

Let 3? be a complete lattice. By a representation of J? we mean a homo-

morphism n: S? -> P(H), the projections on H such that

7t(0) = 0,    ;t(l) = l,    7t(\/^)= v *(*,-)>    T(Afl«)=AÄ(a«)-

A complete lattice SC is said to be attainable if there is a faithful representation

7T and an operator algebra A such that tiLS?) = hat(A).

A problem of longstanding interest in operator theory has been the character-

ization of those lattices which are attainable [14]. Although in its full generality

this problem is extremely difficult, if not impossible, considerable progress can

be made in certain cases. Thus Arveson [1] characterized the distributive lat-

tices which are attainable by reflexive operator algebras on a separable Hubert

space as those which are countably generated as a complete lattice and admit a

faithful normal valuation [1]. We will obtain a more concrete description of the

distributive lattices which are attainable by strongly strictly cyclic reflexive alge-

bras. Throughout the remainder of this section, 5? will denote a commutative

subspace lattice.

By an interval of Sff we mean a projection of the form P — Q where P, Q e

£? and P > Q. If P - Q and A - B are intervals, then the projection

(P-Q)(A-B) = PA+QB-QA-PB = PA-(QA+PB-QB) = PA-(QAVPB),
which is an interval. A nonzero interval is called an atomic interval if it does

not properly contain another nonzero interval. Note that if A - B is an atomic

interval and P-Q is any interval, then (A-B)(P-Q) = 0 or (A-B)(P-Q) =

A-B.

Lemma 2.5. Let & be a maximal chain in 5? and let P-Q be an atomic

interval in fê. Then P-Q is an atomic interval in J?.

Proof. If L G 2, let M = (L V Q) A P. Then Q < M < P so M e % and
thus M = P or M = Q. Hence L(P - Q) = M(P - Q) is 0 or P - Q. It
follows that for any interval A-B of 5?, (A- B)(P - Q) = 0 or P-Q.

Thus P-Q is an atomic interval of 2 .

Lemma 2.6. Let ¿V be a complete nest (with 1) satisfying D.C.C. and let {Et}

be the collection of atomic intervals of Jf. Then \¡ Ex. = 1.

Proof. Let P = V E¡. We will show that for all M e J^, M < P . In particular,

1 < P. If there is an M e yf with N ■£ P then there is a smallest such M.
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Let Q = VR<M R. Clearly Q < P and M - Q is an atomic interval of JV.

We have (M - Q) V Q = M. But M -Q<P and Q < P, so M < P, which
is a contradiction. Thus P = 1.

Now let Alg(^) be strongly strictly cyclic. Then Sf1' satisfies D.C.C. Take

^ to be any maximal nest in S?L . Then there are atomic intervals Ex, E2, ...

of %? such that \fEn — 1 . Furthermore EX,E2, ... are atomic intervals of

S'1' by Lemma 2.5. Hence for any P G S? and any «, either PEn = En

or P£n = 0 since P itself is an interval. It follows from \j En = I that P =

\JE <p En , the representation of P as the join of orthogonal atomic intervals,

is unique. It follows that J?1" is a complete sublattice of the complete atomic

Boolean lattice generated by the En 's.

Consider the lattice 9°(N) of subsets of the natural numbers. We view

3*(N) as characteristic functions with the complete metric

n=X Z

This metric gives the topology of pointwise convergence on 3°(N) and turns

¿P(N) into a topological lattice which may be identified with the topological

lattice {0,l}x{0,l}x---  and the product topology.

Let 3§ be any infinite complete atomic Boolean lattice of projections on

a separable Hubert space. And give 3§ the strong operator topology. Then

¿P(N) is lattice isomorphic to 38 in a natural manner. Moreover, the strong

operator topology on â§ coincides with the metric topology defined above for

S°(N). Hence we observe that 3§ is completely distributive and also compact

in the strong operator topology. We have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7. An abstract distributive lattice £f is attainable by a strongly strictly

cyclic reflexive algebra iff it is isomorphic to a complete sublattice of {0, 1} x

{0, 1} x • ■ •  that satisfies the A.C.C

Corollary 2.8. If Alg(^) is strongly strictly cyclic, then (i) S? is completely

distributive, and (ii) Jî? is compact in the strong operator topology.

We remark that a sublattice of {0, 1} x {0, 1} x • • • is complete iff it is closed

in the product topology. Also (ii) is a consequence of (i) for every commutative

subspace lattice.

Recall that the adjoint algebra A* of an operator algebra A is {T* : T e A}.

Proposition 2.9. Both Alg(^) and Alg^"1) = Alg(i?)* are strongly strictly

cyclic iff Sf is a finite lattice.

Proof. Take a maximal chain 'W in &. Then £? satisfies both A.C.C. and

D.C.C. so ^ is finite. Hence fê has only a finite number of atomic intervals

and so 2f is finite. The converse is immediate.
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Strictly cyclic operators

Consider the algebra of infinite lower triangular matrices. It follows from

[15] that this algebra contains strictly cyclic operators. It is natural to consider

the more general question of when a strictly cyclic operator algebra contains a

strictly cyclic operator. For operator algebras of the form Alg(^), this has the

following importance. Recall that if T is strictly cyclic then there is a lattice

isomorphism between the invariant subspaces of T and the closed ideals of

%?T, the norm-closed algebra generated by T. This correspondence takes the

form

M <-> IMx,

where x is a strictly cyclic vector for T and IM = {S e %T : Sx e M}.

Hence, if T e Alg(i?) is strictly cyclic then there is a lattice monomorphism

tp: Sf -> y(i/T), the lattice of closed ideals of ^r. Moreover tp preserves

arbitrary meets and joins.

First we give an example of a commutative subspace lattice 2 for which

Alg(^) is strictly cyclic but contains no strictly cyclic operators.

Definition 3.1. An operator T is called co-strictly cyclic if T* is strictly cyclic.

The next result is a particular case of [8, Lemma 10].

Lemma 3.2. If T is strictly cyclic then the restriction of T* to any M e Lat(T*)

is co-strictly cyclic.

Proof. We have

r-L » r . y-L

r =

m M-

A*    B*
0      C*

and   T

M   M

A    0
B    C

Let [x1] be a strictly cyclic vector for T. Given y e M, there is a sequence

{Pn} of polynomials such that

PniP) Lx2 [oj

and Pn(T) converges in norm to some element of 1/T . Therefore Pn(A)xx —► y

and Pn(A) converges in norm to some element of Í¿A . Hence A is strictly

cyclic.

Lemma 3.3. Let dim// = oc. There are no strictly cyclic operators of the form

T

where X G C.

Proof. Calculation yields T(X -

operators when dim H = oc .

C

0
B

H

0
XI

T) = 0 and there are no algebraic strictly cyclic
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For the sake of clarity and completeness we sketch a proof of the well-known

result that if X e a(T) then X e o AT*) for strictly cyclic T [13, Lemma

3.4]. Suppose that X e a(T). Then there is a multiplicative linear functional

tp: %T -* C such that tp(T) = X. Let p: WT -+ H be defined by p(B) = Bx,
where x is a strictly cyclic vector for T. Then we obtain a linear functional /

on H

Hence for some vector y e H, l(x) = (x, y). Therefore tp(B) = (Bx, y) for

Be&T. Now (TBx,y) = tp(TB) = tp(T)tp(B) = X(Bx,y), so (Px, T*y) =

(Bx, Xy) and therefore (Bx, T*y - Xy) = 0 for every B e %T. This implies

that T'y = Xy .

For the example, let H = C © L2[0, 1]. For each Borel set B ç [0, 1], PB

is the projection / —► #Ä/. The commutative subspace lattice 3? consists of

all projections of the form 0 © PB together with the identity projection. With

respect to the above decomposition of H, Alg(^) consists of all operators of

the form

C   L2

'a     0 1
_    ,,       where a e C

[B   Mf\

and where / G L°°[0, 1] gives M,, the operator of multiplication by /.

Then Alg(^) is strictly cyclic with strictly cyclic vector 1©0. We will show

that Algt-S") does not contain a strictly cyclic operator. By translation, assume

that T = [B m ] is strictly cyclic. If X ¿ 0 e a(MA then there is a sequence

hn e L2[0, 1] with \\hn\\2 = 1 and \\MfhJ2 — 0. Hence ||T(0©«J||2 -» 0,

so a G o(T).   Therefore X is an eigenvalue of T* = [J¿_] .   So for some

z © g we have T*(z ®g) = A(z © #). Since X ¿ 0, g ¿ 0 and it follows that

Mjg = Xg. Therefore / = X on some set B of positive measure. Now restrict

T* to the subspace 1 © PB e 2± . This restriction has the form [ {j ff ] , which

is co-strictly cyclic, so [ ̂ . ¿ ] must be strictly cyclic. This contradicts Lemma

3.3. Hence Alg(^) contains no strictly cyclic operators.

A strictly cyclic operator algebra, which in some respects is similar to the

previous example, consists of all matrices of the form

~ax
x2   a2       0

x3

0
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which define bounded operators. It follows from [8, p. 12] that this algebra

contains a strictly cyclic operator. This leads us to suppose that whether or not

Alg(^) contains a strictly cyclic operator is related to the "discreteness" of Sf .

However the situation seems quite complicated and we have only been able to

prove the forthcoming Theorem 3.6.

Lemma 3.4. Let Tx, T2 be strictly cyclic operators with a(Tx) xx a(T2) = 0.

Then Tx © T2 is strictly cyclic.

Proof. According to [7, Theorem 4(iii)], a(T¡), i = 1, 2, has no "holes". The

result follows from the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus.

Recall that if Jf is an atomic m.a.s.a. then there is an orthonormal basis,

ex, e2, ... of H, such that .# is weakly spanned by the projections ex ® ex,

e2 ® e2, ....

Lemma 3.5. Let Jf be an atomic m.a.s.a. and let P,, P2, ... , Pn be projections

in Jf such that for each i, ei ® et < Pi. Then there are pairwise orthogonal

projections Qx, ... , Qn G JÍ such that ei®ei < Qi < P; for all i and \l"i=x Q, =

Proof. The lattice of Jf is isomorphic to the power set of the natural numbers

where the set-theoretic equivalent is obvious.

Theorem 3.6. Suppose that Alg(Jz?) is strictly cyclic and that S7 ç atomic

m.a.s.a. Then Alg(J?) contains a strictly cyclic operator.

Proof. Suppose Alg(^) is strictly cyclic and let Fx, ... , Fn be the atoms of

S?1'. Since i?"1" ç Jf, each atom of J?"1 is spanned by some of the vectors

ex, e2, ... . Suppose that ex, e2, ... are labelled so that Fiei = e¡ for i =

1,2,... i n. As in the proof of Theorem 1.3, for any x, G Ae¡ we know that

x.®e. G Alg(^). Let P. be the projection in 3? corresponding to the subspace

A~e~ . Note that ei ® ei < P.. By Lemma 3.5 there are pairwise orthogonal

projections Qx, ... ,QneJf such that Qx V • ■ • v Qn = 1 and ei®ei < Qi < P;

for all i. Therefore, if Qiyi = yi then y; <8> e¡ e Alg(^).

There is a partition Sx U • • • U Sn of the natural numbers such that Q¡ =

J^kes ek ® ek anc* ' e S¡ ■ Consider an operator of the form

Ti = y t ®e, + E ckek ® ek
kesi

where Qlyi = yi and the ck 's are complex numbers. Since

J2 ckek ® ek G Jt Q Alg(^),
fees,.

P,. G Alg(^). Therefore Tx + ■ • • + TH G Alg(^).
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It is easy to verify that Tx H-vTn commutes with each Qi, indeed T¡

vanishes on Qf , so that the sum is actually Tx © T2 © • • • © Tn . We need to

choose the spectra of each Ti correctly (Lemma 3.4) and each T( to be strictly

cyclic. But each Ti has the form

'ax
x2   a2       0

x3

. •     0

on the subspace corresponding to Qi so that TX,T2, ... ,Tn can be chosen to

yield a strictly cyclic operator on V"=i 0/ ~ ^ $> P- ^].

Corollary 3.7. If Alg(^) is strongly strictly cyclic, then Alg(^) contains a

strictly cyclic operator.

Proof. We have seen that J? c atomic Boolean lattice ç atomic commutative

W* algebra. The result follows from the fact that every atomic commutative

W^-algebra can be extended to an atomic m.a.s.a.

It would be desirable to obtain a characterization of the commutative sub-

space lattices which are attainable by strictly cyclic operators.
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